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The NT Government has taken another step towards all-weather access to the Dundee Beach area with the awarding of a contract to construct a bridge across Leviathan Creek.

The Leviathan Creek crossing is on Fog Bay Road, 15km from Cox Peninsula Road.

“This is an important piece of work and will provide for the construction of a dual lane 15 metre single span bridge across the creek and construction and seal of a 1.5 kilometre section of Fog Bay Road,” Infrastructure Minister Peter Chandler said.

“Experienced contractor Siztler Pty Ltd has been awarded the job with works expected to start this month.

“The Territory Government is committed to better access to remote and rural areas and this project is a great example of how we’re working to provide that access.”

Local Member for Daly Gary Higgins welcomed the project.

“Flooding is a very real issue for Fog Bay Road and the construction of this bridge will improve flood immunity significantly at that location,” Mr Higgins said.

“This is a fantastic step towards providing better access for locals and visitors to the area alike.”
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